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NOTICE OF MEETING 

 

 

The next meeting of the Branch will be held on the 18th of  June at  the Melbourne Camera Club Building, 

cnr. Dorcas & Ferrars Sts  South Melbourne at 8pm.    

 
  

Simon Wilson will report on his shell collecting experiences in China. 

 

Lynton Stephens will report on four projects he is working on; Port MacDonnell Notocypraea, 2 new species of 

Triphorid, the family Cerithiopsidae and progress of his book on Victorian shells. 

 

Raffles & Supper as usual. 

 

There will be no meeting in July. 

 

A bulletin will be issued prior to the August meeting which will contain the April and May meeting reports. 

 

Index to Branch Bulletins to 2011 

 

Jack Austin, in collaboration with Robert Burn has brought the 1996 index up to date as at end of 2011. The 

club thanks both Jack and Bob for this valuable contribution and a copy will be lodged in the branch library. 

Copies will be made available to members to order at a price to be determined at the next branch meeting. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Secretary / Treasurer       Michael Lyons      Tel. No. 9894 1526 

 

 

Printed courtesy of Steve Herberts Office, Parliamentary Member for Eltham 

Conus marmoreus Linne 
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Neville Coleman 29th July 1938-5 May 2012: a  tribute 

 

Diver, photographer, writer, publisher Neville Coleman has died in Brisbane after a number of years of nasty 

lung problems, probably dating back to his early days as a colour-plate maker working with chemicals and inks 

and exacerbated by subsequent years of breathing compressed air while diving.  Neville, then of Sydney, came 

into my life 45 years ago with a letter, sketches and specimens of a nudibranch he had found at Ship Rock, 

Botany Bay.  It was a species that I had not seen before; in fact no-one had seen it in over 100 years, so I was 

able to tell him this and that it was obviously a new record for Australia. 

 

Not long after, Neville graduated to underwater photography.  I began to receive colour slides and specimens of 

his finds.  Not too much was known of Australian nudibranchs in those far-off days, so my often tentative 

identifications were a constant source of interest to both Neville and myself. 

 

Neville‟s grand idea, which cost him a fortune, was to photographically index Australia‟s marine life.  A four 

year trip round Australia, first north to the Great Barrier Reef, then south, west and north through Victoria, 

Tasmania, South and Western Australia and the Northern Territory, collecting and photographing everything 

everywhere to as deep as SCUBA would allow.  Parcels and packets would arrive filled with specimens and 

slides, accompanied by the hope that identifications would return to him in due course. 

 

Neville‟s early books were and still are, a treasure trove to all interested in the sea.  His popular What Shell is 

That (2 editions: 1975, 1981) gave many shell collectors their first guide to identification and  latin names.  Later 

hr published his own books, as well as for 14 years his Underwater Geographic Magazine.  For the last 10 years, 

he contributed “ID crisis --- Your Critter Finds Identified” in Sportdiving Magazine, constantly praising those 

who sent in images of unusual marine animals seen while diving.  Neville also wrote many, more specialized 

articles for diving magazines, where he focused upon one special group, family or genus. 

 

Neville published four books on nudibranchs, a group that he truly loved.  The first was co-authored with 

Richard Willan and included both Australian and New Zealand species, the latter three were authored by himself 

and dealt much more with the tropical Indo-Pacific fauna.  Realizing that the southern Australian nudibranch 

fauna was not well represented among his images, Neville came south in December 2000 and together we 

collected Point Lonsdale and with the Marine Research Group, Point Danger, Torquay for a grand total of 

something like 37 intertidal species.  Suitably impressed, he was able to photograph nearly all the species 

crawling around.  Many of the images duly appeared in his 1001 Nudibranchs – Catalogue of Indo- Pacific Sea 

Slugs (2001) and Nudibranchs Encyclopedia 2008). 

 

I first met Neville in Sydney in 1968 while he was still in the printing trade.  Neville visited me twice in Geelong  

in 1971  on the southern leg of his trip round Australia and in 1990 to photograph southern species.  In the years 

between and since he had dived and photographed almost everywhere, had given presentations at conferences 

and seminars in Australia and overseas, had acted as „guru‟ on innumerable dive boat trips, had participated in 

many marine expeditions and had found a huge number of unknown and still unnamed species.  At least 23 

species have been named after him. 

 

Neville was a good friend.  He was an excellent observer and photographer of nature, particularly in the marine 

environment.  His recall of what else he saw nearby or in the background when aiming his camera at a certain 

animal was no less than amazing.  Some of his finds are unique and will  remain so until another dedicated 

person, another “Neville”, takes on trying to photograph the entire marine world. 

 

His Order of Australia Medal was a just reward and greatly appreciated, not only of himself, but also by all who 

knew of his dedication to advancing knowledge of his beloved marine environment. 

 

Vale Neville Coleman – may your tanks never empty. 

 

Robert Burn 
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Dear Michael and Victorian MSA Branch members: 

 

Several of our branch members have recently requested clarifications regarding the role of branches within the 

MSA.  

To that end, the MSA council is currently updating contact details and membership lists for our branches, as 

well ensuring that we are abiding by the MSA Constitution regarding branches and other affiliates. 

Several important issues have come to light: 

 

 Communication between the MSA and its branches has been quite poor in the past few years, 

with a few notable exceptions.  

 Neither the branches nor the MSA are not fulfilling their constitutional requirements regarding 

branch affiliation. Specifically, the constitution states that branches must send a full business report to the MSA 

for each financial year (Section 14.6.1) and must elect a Branch Committee from voters including 5 or more 

MSA members (Section 14.1.3). The constitution also states that the branch accounts shall be audited each 

financial year by an auditor approved by the MSA (Section 14.7.2)  

 The benefit to both the branches and the MSA of maintaining formal branch membership is 

unclear, as the MSA is referred very few members from branches, and the MSA‟s insurance cover does not 

cover the full extent of branch activities (e.g. field trips).  

 

At the last MSA council meeting in March, we discussed these issues and proposed that the maintenance of 

formal branches of the MSA be dissolved and replaced with a less formalised relationship not restricted to the 

constitutional points mentioned above.  

 

Potential benefits of switching from branches to these affiliate organisations would include: 

 Affiliate organisations would not be restricted to one per state or territory.  

 The MSA would be able to adapt to relationships with each affiliate more readily.  

 Adding and removing affiliates from the MSA would be a much quicker process, as it could be 

done at the discretion of the MSA council and affiliate, rather than at the MSA AGM.  

 

Obviously this is a major decision, and we want to get as many of our branches and members‟ feedback as 

possible.  Please share this information with your members and let me know your thoughts, particularly whether 

your group would be interested in pursuing an affiliate status with the MSA. Please also feel free to contact me 

at the details below to discuss this matter further. 

Rachel Przeslawski, MSA President 

March Meeting report 

 

Geoff Macaulay Showed excerpts  from  upcoming publications: 

Monograph of the Little Slit-Shells   Vol. 1: Introduction, Scissurellidae 

Vol. II: Anatomidae, Larocheidae, Depressizonidae, Temnocinclidae, Sutilizonidae  by Daniel L. Geiger 

Abalone: World-Wide Haliotidae   Conchbooks, Hackenheim, viii, 361 pp., bound hard cover. by  

Daniel L. Geiger & Buzz Owen. 

Bivalve Seashells of Tropical West America  Marine Bivalve Mollusks from Baja California to Northern Perú 

by Eugene V. Coan and Paul Valentich-Scott. 

He showed papers available on the internet on freshwater bivalves of Florida, freshwater gastropods of Eastern 

Congo and continental French land snails.  Geoff also showed slides and specimens collected during recent 

dives at Blairgowrie and Portsea. Mimachlamys asperrima, Cassis pyrum, Pterychelus triformis, Astralium 

squamiferum and Bassina disjecta from Blairgowrie. 

Selia crocea, Lyria mitraeformis, Conus anemone, Stomatella impertusa, Semipallium aktinos, Phasianella 

australis and Rhyssoplax calliozona from Portsea. 

 

 Simon Wilson showed some footage, taken by Luke Pike, of Peter Clarkson, including underwater footage of 

him diving for abalone. Luke had taken this footage for use in his documentary – Living on the Line. A film 

about the dangers faced by divers fishing for abalone in South Australian waters.   

See http://www.pikefilms.com/ 

http://www.pikefilms.com/
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 Platon Vafiadis    Showed slides of interesting marine invertebrates photographed during a Marine Research 

Group field trip to the Portland region recently. Specimens shown included interesting crabs, a pycnogonid, 

opisthobranchs and small gastropods. Many specimens where photographed from different angles to show the 

animals in exquisite detail 

 Don Cram   Don reported on Hope Black‟s induction into the Victorian Honour Roll of Women in recognition 

of her exceptional contribution to her area of expertise. 

Hope had signed Don‟s copy of Marine Molluscs of Victoria and Don had photographed the occasion. 

Michael Lyons 

Diving at Edithburgh 

 

The Saturday after Easter 2012 saw me on the way to South Australia for the Adelaide Shell Show and a couple 

of days diving around Edithburg. The weather was excellent with warm temperatures and low winds, although 

the drive across to Adelaide was a little slow with 6 full scuba tanks and gear in the back. Also it was the last 

weekend of school holidays and therefore the Authorities seemed to have scheduled more roadwork‟s than 

usual on both sides of the border. The highlights of this were near Coonalpyn where after already driving for 

about 6 hours the road sign said "roadwork‟s next 43km" and also a section in the Adelaide Hills of 2  

kilometers at 40kph with absolutely no sign of any work on the road. Luckily wombats were scarce. 

On arriving in Adelaide I headed straight to the Shell Show Venue at the Goodwood Community Centre and 

managed a couple of hours catching up with people and stalking the tables. The size of the show and numbers 

of displays was impressive as were the number of dealers. Many of the regular dealers were present such as 

Merv Cooper, Hugh Morrison, Andrew Edinger, Ron Moylan and others with a superb range of Volutes, 

Cowries and other showy items. Wayne Rumball was manning the MSSA stand, Val Harris had her usual 

interesting range of dredged Queensland Shells, Barb Collins, Trevor and Marguerite Young, Mike Hart from 

New Zealand, Wolfgang Proestler from the Philippines and Stephen Ko from Taiwan were some of the ones 

present but the list is not comprehensive. The range on display however was. Sadly Simon Barbour was helping 

with the sale of Peter Clarkson‟s shells along with members of Peters family.  

For once I actually remembered to take out the camera to take a few shots only to find the special battery was 

flat, so once again I have no shots of the show. Fellow Victorians were thin on the ground with only Simon 

Wilson and Peter Lipenski being seen. I met up with Michael Small who had arranged accommodation at the 

nearby Rydges South Park and with whom a further trip to Edithburg was planned. I had not booked for the 

shell show dinner as I wasn‟t sure of my arrival times and not being tired enough after the 9 hour drive decided 

that I needed to head out of town for a dive whilst Michael headed off to the dinner. 

The dive site I selected was at Second Valley roughly an hours drive South of Adelaide and I arrived after 

sunset around 7pm by then feeling a little tired. However I was very keen to have a dive as the previous time 

here a couple of years ago I had aborted my dive due to strong current and physical exhaustion (being shore 

dive number 4 for that day) and the area is prone to strong current. I geared up quickly and headed down to the 

beach much to the amazement of many fishermen and people on the Pier. This was a theme to be repeated on 

almost every dive as divers are obviously scarce especially at night - which I find surprising considering the 

good quality of most of these "jetty" dives in SA. The dive site comprises a small concrete jetty at the end of 

the car park with a headland to the left or south side across a small bay. Access is easy along the rock wall 

around to the headland and across a rocky beach and I entered the water well out along the headland a little 

after 1910 and just before high tide. Getting into the water access is initially difficult due to the boulder nature 

of the reef but once across this I descended fairly quickly to the bottom of the rock wall in around 6m. Current 

was almost non existent although visibility less than 6m.  Plenty of rocks were available to turn but apart from 

some Chitons, few Molluscs of interest were noted. One chiton of interest and which I had not previously 

collected was likely Rhyssoplax bednalli but this specimen was lost before formal identification. Once out 

from the rock wall the terrain changed to thick segrass beds with small sand patches and occasional rocky 

areas. I spent some time searching this area in a grid pattern swimming out a little past the headland and back 

into the bay concentrating on the sand patches for trails suggesting volutes, olives and other sand dwellers but 

without any success. I gradually navigated back across towards the pier noting Pleuroploca  australis and 

swarms of Nassarius pyrrhus in shallower water closer to the pier. A small school of squid probably  
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Sepioteuthis australis came and investigated me closely - much to the later chagrin of the fishermen on the 

pier. I then surprised myself by navigating exactly back onto the pier and was able to exit easily on the stairs 

frightening a few local kids on the way. Then it was back to Adelaide and off to bed. 

Up early the next morning to pack our gear and get back to the show for the buy swap sell where both Michael 

and I had tables. Many other buy swap sellers were present such as Jenny Raven from New Zealand and Val 

Darkin and again many interesting shells. Fortuitously the shell venue was close to auto tellers and also to 

Snorkel Safari where I was able to get a decent tank fill on a Sunday afternoon. Most of the afternoon was 

spent patrolling the dealer tables again and catching up with people and then we headed off around 1600 for a 

two and a bit hour drive to Edithburg on the Yorke Peninsula almost directly across from Adelaide. We arrived 

around nightfall and checked into the Edithburg Motel for 2 nights and had a very passable meal at one of the 

local pubs before gearing up to get wet for the first of 2 dives that night. 

We had 3 night and 1 day dive under Edithburg Jetty and the details of each individual dive have blurred a 

little so I will describe events as one. Edithburg is an interesting Jetty, not long at about 150metres but 

relatively quite wide which provides a large shaded and sheltered area. It is situated on a slight point and is 

therefore exposed with good water circulation but not excessive current from my experience. Someone must 

have had divers in mind as there is easy access via steps at the base of the pier into about 2m of water and there 

is a gradual slope down to around 8-10metres at the end of the pier. There is also a ladder at the very end of the 

pier which allows for exiting water entries at night. The car park is accessible right to the end of the pier and 

very easy for gearing up. Edithburg also has air fills available which is easier than driving back to Adelaide. 

Water temperature was generally around 18 degrees which is very comfortable if you swim around a bit. The 

terrain under the jetty is generally sandy close in to shore and then becomes more predominantly rubble in the 

mid zone and rubbly reef further out. The jetty itself seems to sit on a slight platform with a gradual slope 

down to sea grass on the south or right side and a more pronounced drop off into a sandy rubbly gully to the 

left or north side. There are fallen timbers in many areas, more so to the north of the pier and the pylons 

themselves provide further habitat. There was more than enough room for 2 divers to explore without getting 

in each other way or kicking up silt. Despite spending about 5 hours under the pier, I still feel the area was not 

well explored and we had little time to explore areas to the side or out from the pier.  

Initially, I concentrated on the left side of the jetty working over the sandy areas which were full of Atrina 

tasmanica. There were many areas of fallen Jetty timbers and sitting on algae on top of those I found a few 

very large Hemitona subemarginata as well as Lepsiella flindersi and Chama ruderalis. Occasional 

Notocypraea comptonii were present under these timbers, but Michael found them more predominantly on 

sponges 1-2m up on the upright pylons. Several Striped Pyjama Squid Sepioloidea lineolata of 4-5cm size 

were seen sitting in burrows in the sand at night. These were most distinctive and immediately obvious as we 

do not seem to see these in Victoria. At least one other species of dumpling squid was also present possibly 

Sepiadarium austrinum of about 2cm size. A single Blue Ring Hapalochlaena maculosa was seen. Schools of 

small Sepioteuthis australis swam past several times also at night. Approximately a third of the way out along 

the jetty the bottom turns more to a small/fine rubble and this area proved most interesting on closer 

inspection. A single specimen of Typhis yatesi was found hiding under the first layer of rubble and was only 

noticed after it had dropped off onto the substrate and was visible with the aperture up. In this same general 

area a large chocolate coloured Pyramidellid ?Colsyrnola sp of about 20mm was collected. Dead specimens of 

Sassia mimetica, Macrochisma producta and also Dolicholatirus spiceri were obtained. Other live shells in this 

area were Charisma josephi, Aspertila legrandi and Haurakia cf lucida.  Lyria mitraeformis was active among 

the rubble on both sand and reef although most specimens were juveniles.  

Also obvious on the bottom were all sizes of specimens of Equichlamys bifrons, one of which was collected 

and later found to have a parasitic crab internally. A small intense orange Chlamys asperrimus was collected. 

Both Chlamys aktinos and Notochlamys hexactes initially proved elusive but were later found in amongst the 

rubble with aktinos attached whilst hexactes were lying on the bottom among the rubble and seemed to prefer 

the area near the edge of the Jetty. The specimens seen were bright orange on the top valve but very well 

camouflaged by algal growth and only identifiable by outline. In amongst this rubble were good numbers of 

Malleus meridionalis. Swimming out to the end of the pier the first couple of specimens of Zoila thersites were  
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seen on the upright pylons up to several metres off the seafloor or on the fallen timbers on algae and sponge. 

Specimens seen on the first two dives were either juvenile or had been marked to prevent collection. At night 

time they were most impressive with a large yellowy mantle entirely covering the shell but with some of the 

colour pattern and unmistakable shape visible underneath. Once tickled the mantle retracted revealing the 

sparkling splendour of the shell underneath in the torch beam. Later during the day these animals were much 

easier to spot sitting out in the open with mantle retracted and I counted 9 specimens on my final dive.  

Towards the end of the pier the rubble is more fixed and larger but there are still intermittent sand patches and 

in the middle of one of these was an old tyre with a large Spondylus tenellus. This was also found in other 

rubble areas. Microcolus dunkeri was present in small numbers although these are more slender than Victorian 

representatives and may represent Microcolus lincolnensis. Conus anemone were large but only found crabbed 

in deeper sections of rubble. Other gastropod species seen included in no particular order, many Haliotis 

cyclobates, Gena impertusa, Thalotia conica, Phasianella australis, Zeacrypta immersa, Muricopsis 

umbilicatus, Hybochelus monachus, Patelloida profunda calamus, Austroliotia australis, Herpetopoma 

scabriuscula, Muricopsis planilirata, Gazameda iredalei, Turbonilla acicularis, Chioneryx cardidoides, 

Phasianotrochus cf rutilus, Crassispira harpularia, Marita compta and more. 

The environment under the Jetty was also very good for larger Chitons with Chiton calliozonus being among 

the most obvious. Other species seen were Ischnochiton contractus, Plaxiphora matthewsi, Rhyssoplax 

tricostalis, Rhyssoplax exoptanda, Callistochiton antiquus f. meridionalis, Hapoplax smaragdinus and 

Ischnochiton variegatus. Rhyssoplax tricostalis here is much more variable in colour and sculpture than in 

Victoria. Both good sized Fusinus undatus and Pleuroploca australasia were seen but always grotty 

specimens. No live Cassis were seen but several crabbed Ericusa fulgetrum were evident. Larger species of 

starfish were quite diverse and a large amphipod possibly Amaryllis philatelica was also seen. 

Fishermen reported a seal present during our dives but we were not bothered by it. A Port Jackson Shark 

allowed some tickling at night whilst lying on the bottom at the deep end of the Jetty.  Fish were plentiful and 

diverse. Among the more interesting were a pair of Snook Sphyraena novaehollandiae hiding in the weedy 

area north of the pier which were able to be approached quite closely. Also a very small 1cm boxfish(?) which 

was only noticed as it was on a spectacular ascidian Clavelina sp which was a transparent white colour with 

purple tips. This boxfish was perfectly camouflaged oriented nose to the tip of one of the zooids and was either 

attached or perfectly mimicking the drift of the ascidian with the waves and was the same colour white. A few 

centimetres away a morphologically similar but bright green fish was exhibiting the same behaviour but on 

green algae. 

On the morning after our first two night dives we drove across the Peninsula to Gleasons Landing for a low 

tide at about 0730 with the idea of searching for the elusive volutid Leptoscapha crassilabrum. A pleasant 

diversion with a very large Wobbegong Shark freshly caught by fisherman and a large bottle of shell grit off 

the beach  to search through when time allows – so far no specimens seen. On the way back we checked out 

Marion Bay Jetty and Stenhouse Bay further South for possible dives but the wind had blown up and made 

both areas look unappealing. Marion Bay looked very shallow and turbid and Stenhouse Bay had very difficult 

access with an increasing swell. Some of the areas a little to the west of Stenhouse Bay within Innes National 

Park looked very interesting for shore diving if not for the conditions.  

We returned to Edithburg via Point Turton which is on the North side of the Yorke Peninsula hoping 

conditions would be better here. This was again an easy access pier dive with warm water 18-19 degrees and 

large schools of fish under the pier but visibility dropped significantly shortly into the dive and very little in the 

way of molluscs were seen. A single specimen of Microcolus dunkeri was collected. Once back in Edithburg 

we managed a further day dive and one night dive. The drive back to Melbourne was long but uneventful after 

dropping Michael off near the Airport for his return to Canberra. Several sites had been selected to look for 

Camaenid snails along the lower Murray Cliffs on the way back but by this time fatigue had finally begun to 

set in and my enthusiasm failed to motivate taking the necessary detours. 

Geoff Macaulay 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 


